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2018-2019 Capstone Project Profile 
 
1. Team 1   (Proposal - 1) 

 

Title Design a Website For Argast Family Imaging and Analysis Laboratory for 
PFW 

Members Jeffrey Kimmel (Leader), Matthew Ruiz, Chris Heffley, Austin Stutzman 

Advisor Prof. Zesheng Chen  

Sponsor Argast Family Imaging and Analysis Laboratory at PFW 

Abstract 

The website for the Argast Family facility will serve two main purposes: To 
advertise the facility and its equipment to prospective clients from the Fort 
Wayne and surrounding areas, and to provide a means to deliver results to 
clients without making a second trip to the facility. The facility was originally 
run by the Geosciences department, but following the departments 
breakup there is no longer any meaningful information publicly available 
outside of existing clientele; a standalone webpage that is still tied to the 
university would aid in getting information out about the services provided 
by the facility. Clients would also be able to set up an account through the 
website and schedule appointments for work to be done on samples they 
provide as well as check on the results of the job without having to 
physically come to campus. All existing information on the facility was taken 
down along with the department, and so the website is being built from the 
ground up on a campus-hosted Windows server running ASP.NET, IIS and 
SQL. 

 
2. Team 2  (Proposal - 23) 

 

Title Everest 

Members Jared Lehman (Leader), Austin Hodson, Logan Hanni, Dylan Caldwell 

Advisor Prof. Beomjin Kim 

Sponsor Aga Pito Studios, IAV Center 

Abstract 

There is one outside goal that comes along with this project that requires 
explanation before the actual project is described. This goal is to give this 
team a foothold into an industry that is very hard to break into without a 
repertoire of works and knowledge. Almost every entry level job position at 
gaming studios and corporations, small and large, is required to have 
experience in video game development ("VGD") and creation. With this in 
mind, the first goal of this team is to establish a business entity as an LLC so 
that we may have the opportunity to create jobs, as opposed to simply 
finding existing one. Astride this, we will need to be researching the process 
of creating a company and follow through with that research. The second 
goal is to develop a 2D game in a professional environment in order to gain 
that experience that was mentioned earlier and so that we may continue 
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developing future projects after this one. Our third goal is to deploy our 
game to the open market in an attempt to profit off of our efforts. 
 
This game will be a 2D styled roguelike in which the goal of the player is to 
complete quests in order to reach the final goal, buying the toy of your 
dreams. 

 
3. Team 3   (Proposal - 17) 

 

Title Full Featured Kiosk 

Members Marcus Krider (Leader), Sanjeev Khemani, Hieu Luu, David Bell 

Advisor Prof. Robert Sedlmeyer 

Sponsor Intellectual Technology Inc. 

Abstract 

Intellectual Technologies Inc. (ITI) works with motor vehicle agencies to 
provide motorized vehicle registration services. ITI provides Self Service 
Terminals (SSTs) to allow the public to complete registration activities 
themselves, reducing lines and wait time. These SSTs require remote 
updating to their software. These updates are referred to as deployments. 

The current SST Deployment application requires a user to be present at the 
moment a deployment should run, often before business hours. Further, 
the current system is only able to deploy to a single SST at a time, resulting 
in excessive update times. 

The new SST Deployment application will automate and accelerate many 
aspects of the process of updating SSTs. It will allow users to schedule 
future updates, which will be applied to selected SSTs concurrently to 
decrease the time taken to deploy an update. Further, the application will 
create backups of the SST prior to the installation of an update.  
The application will also include systems to notify the user of the progress 
of the update. This includes email notification on start and end of 
deployments, and logs of deployment results. 

 
4. Team 4 (Proposal - 9) 

 

Title CoFW Trail Network App (Viridian) Feature Enhancement and Beta Support 

Members Chris Hier (Leader), Kathryn Tran, Scott Fox 

Advisor Prof. Max Fowler 

Sponsor City of Fort Wayne 

Abstract 

The City of Fort Wayne Trail Network Application (Viridian Fort Wayne, 
name pending) is a beta application developed over three years of 
partnership between the City of Fort Wayne and Purdue Fort Wayne 
Computer Science department. The first year team developed a proof of 
concept Android mobile app, second year team a proof of concept iOS app, 
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and the third year launched a closed beta of an Ionic.IO mobile front end 
with HTML 5 backend admin portal.  
 
Viridian is in active beta testing with city officials, park staff, and other 
volunteers. The mobile application supports iOS and Android devices, 
featuring activity tracking and history, trail map features, a trail issue 
reporting system, and push notifications for both weather and city 
messages. The HTML 5 and PHP based admin portal allows officials to 
access trail usage metrics and analytics, manage maintenance tickets, and 
schedule push notifications.  
 
Viridian Fort Wayne’s proposed fourth year of development offers students 
the ability to work on a live codebase actively being beta tested. Team 
members will be expected to refine the existing code base throughout the 
beta testing process and perform validation testing on some of the key 
features. With the base of the application solidly built, plenty of room exists 
for exciting new feature development, both to meet requests by the 
sponsor and the ideas that come in through the beta application’s existing 
feedback system.  
 
In summary, the Viridian Fort Wayne project gives students the chance to 
focus on the maintenance and enhancement portion of the software life 
cycle, the longest portion of an application’s lifetime. Students will have a 
chance to implement real user driven changes and push a successful beta 
application into a full release. 

 
5. Team 5 (Proposal - 15) 

 

Title Machine Learning Driven Training System 

Members Zach Tom (Leader), Alexander Fox (Co-leader), Andrew Luttenbacher, Isaac 
Harter 

Advisor Prof. Amal Khalifa 

Sponsor Targamite LLC 

Abstract 

Targamite has developed the "Targabot," a robotic practice target to help 
train the sharpshooters of tomorrow. With help from the 2017-2018 
project, “Reactiveness Data Collection, Connection, and Analytics”, they 
created a foundation for gathering live shooter behavior data and logic. 
Using this data, they were able to determine a shooter’s ability and execute 
rudimentary logic based on their skill-level to manually change the level of 
difficulty of the training session. 

The goal of our project is to use the collected data to implement a machine 
learning based system that can be utilized to automatically adjust targabot 
difficulty. By researching machine learning and artificial intelligence 
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platforms, we will determine how to implement a smarter Targabot. This 
would help the Targabot adjust to an appropriate skill-level in real time. A 
front-end monitoring system would also be put in place for the user to 
analyze the shooter’s performance.  

 
6. Team 6 (Proposal - 20) 

 

Title User Interfaces: Collecting and Visualizing Design Data for a Fortune® 500 
company 

Members Josh Cooper (Leader), Trong Nguyen, Aaron Jordan, Alec Gilles 

Advisor Prof. Adolfo Coronado 

Sponsor Lincoln Financial Group 

Abstract 

 Lincoln Financial GroupSM (Lincoln) is a Fortune® 500 company with a 
national customer base.  Lincoln offers a variety of retirement solutions 
and financial services to our trading partners. 

 Lincoln would like to partner with Purdue University Fort Wayne to 
leverage their “eye tracker/mouse tracker” and other 
tools/technologies to learn how their consumers experience Lincoln’s 
online offerings.  They would like to partner with the students to learn 
how their customers interact with their websites and other tools.  This 
will help them understand snags, pauses, time bottlenecks, points of 
confusion, potential Not In Good Order errors, etc. 

 The goal of this project is to work with Lincoln’s Business Development 
team, which has oversight of the tools that bring in over $11B in annual 
premiums, and service approximately 1M customers. 

 Specifically, the goal is to help Lincoln understand their users in 
more deep and meaningful ways. 

 Lincoln will provide details of a single application that is used 
today.  They will also help students understand more about the 
business side, and where various departments add value in the 
context of an organization. 

 The end result will show Lincoln how their consumers interact 
with the specified application. This will help Lincoln design new 
applications better, and remember to keep customer usage 
engaged.  Ultimately, this will help reduce their need to take 
“educated guesses” of what works vs. what does not. 
 

Lincoln will explain the application, how it works today, how it should work 
after the Senior Capstone effort, and how this will add value.  They will 
describe the Lincoln business and IT impacts for each in order to be 
educational for the students. 
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7. Team 7 (Proposal - 14) 
 

Title Indoor Navigation – Improving Healthcare through Data Analytics 

Members Nicholas Barnard (Leader), Michael Wolgast, Min Namgung, Haemin Ryu, 
Zarni Heiw Mon 

Advisor Prof. Beomjin Kim 

Sponsor Parkview Health 

Abstract 

The primary purpose of this project is to improve upon the previous 
generation of the indoor navigation mobile application that was created for 
the Parkview Regional Medical Campus (PRMC) in Fort Wayne, Indiana. As a 
leading medical institution in NE Indiana, PRMC has invested in improving 
the patient experience at their campus. This project aims to utilize new 
technologies with a focus on the patient experience at PRMC to continue 
being an outstanding service provider to patients. The application currently 
uses Bluetooth Low Energy to power the real-time positioning functionality 
of the application, creating an easy to operate navigation system. This 
iteration of the project will focus on three key features web development, 
targeted advertisements, and improved mobile application navigation. 
These features include web development which utilizes data and business 
analytics, targeted advertisements that will promote facilities available at 
PRMC, and improved mobile application navigation to assist disabled 
patients. Each feature serves to enhance PRMC's quality of service and 
modern appeal. 

 
8. Team 8 (Proposal - 21) 

 

Title Augmented Reality Interactive Product Demonstration on a Mobile Device 

Members Mariah Hull (Leader), Ben Steyer, James Regenold 

Advisor Prof. Max Fowler 

Sponsor Meister Cook 

Abstract 

The point of the Augmented Reality Interactive Product Demonstration 
project is to solve a business world need with emerging technology. Utilizing 
mobile Android devices, we will provide an application that allows a 
potential investor or client to have an augmented experience in which they 
can interact and have a demonstration of the product in use. This will allow 
Meister Cook to have an interactive demo with their kitchen machinery and 
demonstrate its efficiency. 

This is a continuation of a project with Meister Cook 2017-2018 using the 
MS HoloLens. This iteration on the technology has been deemed a more 
beneficial approach, as the HoloLens technology is not very accessible for 
customers. Using mobile devices will expand the access of this experience. 
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Customers will be able to see the product overlaid in their physical space by 
looking through the mobile device. 

The first stage of this project is development of a prototype. Stage two is 
testing with advisor and sponsor. Stage three is iteration and development 
of the first build. Stage four is user testing with users to learn cognitive load, 
perceptions, and satisfaction with the experience. Final stage is iteration 
based on the user feedback. 

Potential clients of theirs will be able to see the internal operations and 
animations depicting what happens beyond the metal casing that they 
would normally see. The team will depict their current models for their 
machines in a virtual environment using the Android, Vuforia, and Unity, 
with both a hands-on showcase as well as a guided tour of operating the 
machinery. 

 
9. Team 9 (Proposal - 3) 

 

Title Software Platform for Data Retrieval & Presentation – Amazon Marketplace 

Members Urvi Joshi (Leader), Joel Stauffer, Matt Hunt, Aneesh Raman, Asfand Surhio 

Advisor Prof. Zesheng Chen 

Sponsor Redesigned Retail 

Abstract 

Redesigned Retail is interested in developing a web-based application that 
utilizes an API to retrieve and process Amazon sales and inventory data. The 
application will be used by its clients to access business reports that the 
company have developed. The reports, along with Amazon’s fulfillment 
program (FBA), promote vertical integration, allowing the clients to sell 
direct to consumer. This eliminates the need for wholesale distribution but 
also presents challenges that aren’t associated with the business-to-
business (B2B) sales they are accustomed to. The reports solve those 
challenges and an application will allow Redesigned Retail to keep up with 
the growing client base. 

The core services of Redesigned Retail offer the support in forecasting sales 
demand, inventory & sales reconciliation, returns & reimbursements, and 
marketing. Currently the team retrieves data from Amazon’s seller portals 
and uses Microsoft excel spreadsheets to manipulate and process the data. 
A web-based application that utilizes Amazon’s API to retrieve and process 
data automatically is necessary to reduce processing time so that the 
company can accommodate its increasing customer base. Not only would a 
web-based application allow the business to scale, it would also enhance 
the quality of the service as the company could retrieve data more 
frequently. 
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The finished project should be a system that pulls data from Amazon's APIs 
and stores data in a database which will be used to generate reports for the 
client’s dashboard. 

 
10. Team 10 (Proposal - 12) 

 

Title Continuation of Next Generation Project Portfolio Management - Phase 2 

Members Sebastian Andaluz, Isaac Smith, Micah Smith, Nick Becker 

Advisor Prof. Coronado & Fowler 

Sponsor Do it Best Corp. 

Abstract 

Do it Best Corp.’s Information Technology division’s goal for this project is 
continuation and refinement of the 2018 capstone team project. 
 
Specifically, the focus for 2018-2019 capstone team is delivery and launch 
of the dashboard system. 

 
11. Team 11 (Proposal - 6) 

 

Title Vocera Support Tools 

Members Joseph Shell (Leader), Lars Hinniger, Benjamin Treesh, Brad Eberbach 

Advisor Prof. David Liu 

Sponsor Vocera 

Abstract 

The project is to create a more accessible troubleshooting toolset with user 
friendly controls and guided steps. It will add additional troubleshooting 
beyond the current self-service capabilities of the client. It will also be 
useful for the support team by simplifying common support tasks, as well as 
allowing the user to self-support. The project should also supply a user 
friendly ‘common issues’ guide, with links to related tools, documentation, 
and a brief description of the proper procedure. 

 


